
This fall, students are re-entering Noland Hall and making their way up to the Biocore
space after a year of virtual learning. With masks on, students are eager to connect face-to-
face, develop relationships with their instructors and peers, and do science together! 

The pandemic has taught us how to respond to the needs of students regarding online
learning and community building. As students return to campus, instructors are pivoting
from online learning, at-home plant growth chambers and saliva biochemistry kits, and
applying lessons learned to in-person engagement. As the pandemic continues, Biocore is
primarily in person, combining synchronous online communication options and in-person
formats to maintain high-level learning outcomes and community engagement no matter
where students are. 

We've found that technology offers many ways to create an inclusive, connected, and
engaged community, within and beyond the classroom. We hope, more than ever, to
connect with you! 

BIOCORE-BACK ON

CAMPUS
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https://youtu.be/O7BbTHS5N5o
http://biocore.wisc.edu/


Biocore Co-curriculars 

As Biocore students, Haania Khan, Grace Qiu, and Christy Zheng wanted to
create a space where students can feel comfortable discussing Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) concerns and ideas with instructors. As Biocore's
first team of DEI Interns, they are facilitating the conversation, elevating
student voices, and driving awareness through various projects. In the last
year, Haania, Grace, and Christy incorporated a student-led DEI workshop
for faculty and TAs, and received an Instructional Innovation Grant to
support the development of a DEI primer and to survey faculty on their
awareness of issues associated with inclusion and equity in the classroom. 

Now taking a research approach, the DEI interns are studying if/how
students’ sense of belonging is associated with academic achievement in
Biocore. And this is just the beginning. For Haania Khan, “Creating these
resources and working on increasing DEI awareness is just a small but
important step that we’re taking in order to create an inclusive community
and safe learning environment for all Biocore students.”

Biocore Adventure Club (A-Club) was founded in 2020 by Biocore students
Connor Cameron, Atharva Dhamale, Sarah Fahlberg, Avery Peterson, and Will
Vuyk, to build community between students during the pandemic, while
taking scientific curiosity outside the classroom. 

Despite the pandemic, A-Club made in-person connection possible with
winter bird watching, a sunrise hike to Picnic Point, and a visit to the Henry
Vilas Zoo. From game nights in Noland to post-exam yoga, hiking, botanizing,
movie screenings, farmers markets and just plain having fun -- that's what's
on the menu. All students, alumni, friends and instructors are invited to join
our online and in-person adventures!! Check out the A-Club website for
upcoming events!

ADVENTURE CLUB

 

 

The Biocore Outreach Ambassadors (BOA)
continue to work toward enhancing science
education for a K-12 audience. Kicking off with
Wisconsin Heights School District Summer
Science Camp in June and then to Science Nights
in Mazomanie and Poynette elementary schools,
our diverse team of outreach ambassadors are
excited to be back reaching communities in
person. From Physics of Music to Coke Fountain
experiments there were booths for the 100+
students and their parents to participate.

 

The Biocore Peer Advisors (PAs) started in 2017, to serve as a bridge for
prospective students to Biocore. Our PAs are connecting with first-year
students all around campus from learning communities and club
organizations to classroom visits. 

As a result of their efforts and dedication, the number of applications
and enrollments in Biocore increased by 17% in 2021. We had over 75
prospective students attend the Biocore Info Session, breaking the
previous year's attendance record.

PAs hosted four alumni networking and online career panels this year
focused on careers in research, education, and medicine. Huge thanks
to our alumni for sharing their experiences and connections!

 

DEI INTERNS

BOA PEER ADVISORS
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http://biocore.wisc.edu/
https://sites.google.com/wisc.edu/biocoreadventureclub/home


We are excited to welcome Diana Tapia Ramon as Biocore’s
High Impact Practice (HIP) Facilitator. Diana is a recent UW-
Madison graduate (‘20) who triple majored in Conservation
Biology, Geography, and Environmental Studies. During her
time as a student, Diana participated in many high impact
opportunities, including the McNair Scholars Program and
Undergraduate Research Scholars Program. In Biocore, Diana
plans to expand peer advising, outreach, communication, and
course support. In the spirit of Biocore's growth mindset she is
learning Norwegian and has started rock climbing. 

PROF. AMY MOSER IS RETIRING

Biocore 181: Becoming a Scientist: Doing Biology Research 
Our newest course extends Biocore to first-year Honors students. This
fall, 18 students explored biology research to discover both the “how”
and “why” questions that drive the process of science. They visited
research labs on campus and conducted their own research projects. At
the end of the semester, students presented their projects on topics
ranging from how caffeine influences human response time to the
impact of habitat size on mealworm (Tenebrio molitor) life cycle, to
name a few.

Awards to our Biocore Instructors
Congratulations to Biocore instructor Dr. Michelle Harris who was
awarded the L&S Mid-Career award for her outstanding work in
teaching and outreach over 23 years. Dr. Janet Batzli, Biocore Director,
was awarded the Chancellor's Hilldale Award for Excellence in Teaching
given her leadership in teaching within and beyond Biocore. 

Additions to the Biocore Prairie 
Seeds collected by students throughout the summer and fall have been
cleaned, dried, and blended into a diverse seed mix of prairie species to
be sown in the field this winter. Continuing the tradition, Biocore
students helped to spread the seeds at the Biocore site. Fun fact: There
are over 58 native prairie species established in the Biocore Prairie.
Come enjoy the Biocore Prairie in the Lakeshore Nature Preserve any
time of year! 

Getting ready to retire this year, Dr. Amy Moser has been an
integral part of the Biocore program since 1997. As a human
geneticist from the Department of Human Oncology, Amy
teaches the genetics unit in Evolution, Ecology, and Genetics
(Biocore 381) and is the Course Chair of Biocore’s capstone
Biological Interaction course (Biocore 587). 
 
When Amy began teaching in Biocore, with the mentorship of
Ann Burgess, she discovered a passion for student learning,
and a deep interest in pedagogy starting with backward design
and active learning. Being the leader of a teaching team, Amy
inspires her colleagues to think critically about the learning
goals and student learning outcomes. Amy's proudest teaching
moments are when students can connect, integrate, and
translate their complex understanding of genetics into their
lives outside the classroom. 

We are so grateful for Amy's long commitment and dedication
to Biocore. She leaves a lasting impact on the courses, Biocore
students, and faculty. OTHER NEWS 

RetReturning to campus after a long year of Zoom school

As we reflect on the past year of teaching and
learning in Biocore through the pandemic, I am
struck by the resilience of students, faculty and
staff. Although we have missed each other and the
humanness of learning together, we had the
opportunity to distill the essence of the program to
connection, innovation, compassion, and
community. 

Our synchronous connection, even online from our
homes and  bedrooms, was essential to the critical,
creative thinking and high quality learning we do in
Biocore. 

We innovated when the Badger Badge required
students to submit saliva for Covid testing every 4
days, our Biocore team created a saliva
biochemistry unit with treated samples spiked with
live SARS-CoV2 virus. Students studied the process
of  vaccine development and efficacy of the new
Covid vaccines that they would soon be offered. 

Students' compassion for one another, inspired
them to lead in learning and to bridge social
inequity. We invited student leadership through
undergraduate TAships and elevated student voices
through a new Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
initiative.  

Most importantly, the pandemic reminds us of the
incredible people who create our Biocore
community and the high impact learning
experiences we offer for students. 

As we come back to campus, we are excited to
(re)connect with students and with you! 

Janet Batzli, Biocore Director
and the entire Biocore Team

left to right: Anna Kowalkowski, Carol Borcherding, Janet
Batzli, Diana Tapia Ramon, Michelle Harris, Seth McGee
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Contact us to connect with students
through Alumni networking or Give

to Biocore @ biocore.wisc.edu

FROM THE DIRECTOR

DIANA TAPIA RAMON

NEW STAFF MEMBER

http://biocore.wisc.edu/
http://biocore.wisc.edu/


BIOCORE YEAR IN RECAP 

CONGRATULATIONS 

BIOCORE CERTIFICATE CLASS OF 2021 
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DHANYA ATTIPETTY                             
MADISON BROOKE BARNET
JONATHAN ANDREW BENSON
RITA K BLIESNER
EMMA CHARLOTTE CHOWEN BOEHM
SHIMANA M BOSE
NANCY CHANG
JULIE CHEN
CLARA ANN DAHL
ABDEL RAHMAN ZIAD DAOUD
DAOUD
CHLOE ELIZABETH DAY
CALEB DELVAUX
MELANIE GRACE DEPAMPHILIS
STEVEN C DO
ALLISON CLAIRE EIERMAN
MIKAYLA ANN FOSTER
NICHOLAS ANTHONY GOETZ
YUJIE MAGGIE GUO
ARSHAD HABIB
STEPHEN JOSEPH HALADA
LEE NICHOLE HERMANN
MASON HILL
LYNSEY ANN HORTON
ELISABETH MARIE HUTCHISON

 

 

 

MADELINE RENEE IMHOFF
JORDIN MARIE JARVIS
ALEXIS MARIE JOHNSON
ABIGAIL SARAH JOHNSON
JACK JEFFREY KAPLER
CASSANDRA MARIE KAPLON
LAUREN GRACE KRAHL
DANIEL GREGORY LATYSHEV
RONALD LI
GARY BO LU
STELLA VICTORIA MA
MILAN MARKOVIC
ISABELLA MARSDEN
NIKITA ANIL MENON
CULLAN ANDREW MEYER
SAVANNAH DE MEYERS
FREDERICK ISAAC MILDENHALL
GRACE ELIZABETH MORLEY
NICOLE LAUREN NEUROCK
KEVIN NGUYEN
HANNAH J O'LEARY
BENJAMIN PALATNIK
RILEY GEORGE PIEPER
JACKSON JAMES PRESCHLER
JULIA PULOKAS

 

AMANDA RAJARAM
NICOLE ROSE RAZDOLSKY
JACOB REBHOLZ
CAMERON ANTHONY RIVERA
MATTHEW RODRIGUEZ
CHRISTINE COURTNEY ROGERS
ALBIONA SABANI
GRACIA ISABEL SANDOK
EVELYN KRISTINA SANTOIRRE
CATHERINE ELIZABETH SCHIESL
CHLOE MARIE SCHOMAKER
JORDYN ASHLEY SCHULTZ
EVAN HUNTER SEGUIN
NATNAEL TSEGAYE SHIFERAW
NITIN SOMASUNDARAM
ANI SRINIVASAN
VISHAL SRINIVASAN
LEO STEINER
AARON STRAUCH
ANNA SOPHIA THICKENS
ELIAS TSAROVSKY
NOAH WILLIAM TSAROVSKY
BAILEY TURPEN
HALLE MARIE TYCZKOWSKI
RUPA PRIYADHARSINI UMAMAHESWARAN

BROOKE ELAINE VERFUERTH
IAN DANIEL VIZE
KANGNI WANG
MUHAN WANG
ELISE RYAN WARDA
SHANNON MARIE WHEATLEY
SHANNA WIEGAND
DAVID CHRISTOPHER WISSINK
KARIS WONG
PAUL EDWARD YU
MARK ZHANG

http://biocore.wisc.edu/

